
Greater L.A. local chapter SPN minutes 8/15/15 

1) Speakers 

Keynote speaker chosen- Lee Silber: Stephanie Brady to secure time and payment (confirming) 

Hemophilia/factors- Jen Duncan NP (Kathy Kelly confirming) 

Painted Turtle- Stephanie Brady confirming speaker 

Gender identity – (Flora Yuen looking for speaker) 

Sepsis in ED- possible speaker from UCLA(Kim Hodge investigating) 

Possible speakers 

Alan Cresencia- pediatric syndromes 

Kim Hodge and Laurie Newton- Autism/PAUSE 

2) Raffle 

At least 3 vendors are donating to the raffle so far. 

We can use SPN money for raffle gifts if needed. 

Money collection at Endowment center- not allowed. 

3) Vendors 

IV house (confirmed, check received) 

Twiggy and Gryphon-medical jewelry (confirmed ,check received) 

Painted Turtle (confirmed) 

Bionix  (confirmed)-medical products 

Orgami owl jewelry (confirmed) 

Chamberlain school (confirmed) 

Possible chapter SPN table in vendor room 

4) Posters 

No news on the posters yet 



 Encourage students and staff to bring their posters 

Check to see if there are poster set-ups at the Endowment center 

Possibly borrow set-ups from CHLA 

Website 

Confirm pay pal for conference fees 

Donate to organization Painted Turtle,  when on website upon registering for conference, SPN 

will match the donations 

Place conference flyer on local website, and possibly national website 

Conference registration to be from 9/15/15 to 11/1/15 

Trish- follow up with Teri R. on above 

Conference Flyers 

Kathy Van Allen- to make “save the date” flyers to send out ASAP 

Final flyer once speakers confirmed 

Chapter Project Meeting 

Sponsor the Painted Turtle camp 

Have a meeting in March, April, or May- discuss the camp and allow people to volunteer 

Next Chapter Meeting 

11/6/15 at the chapter conference 

2/6/16 in West Covina, Self-care meeting with massages(Kathy Van Allen saved the space) 

Follow up 

Trish- CEU packets once speakers confirmed (need SPN template from Flora) 

Kathy K- confirm which conference rooms we have for space availability 

 

 


